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Years of Service: 10 years 

Dr. Elena Dlugach emigrated from Russia after completing medical school at Moscow State 
University. Before actually entering the United States, she did a fellowship in endocrinology and 
sidestepped into Poland passing her United States Medical Licensing Examination 
(USMLE).  Now in New Jersey and intrigued by family lore of psychiatrists on her mother’s side 
of her family; she became interested in psychiatry and completed a residency and child 
fellowship at New Jersey School of Medicine.  Needless to say, being a MENSA member, she 
soon became board certified and began her Greenville Mental Health Center career some ten (10) 
years ago. 

At the Greenville Mental Health Center, she has been mothering short of remarkable drawing on 
her culture from a politicized Russia and demonstrating a work ethic and determination that 
would wilt most. She is without a doubt the Greenville Mental Health Centers “most productive” 
doctor.  This lover of detective novels uses those skills along with her stellar educational 
background to ferret out her patients’ problems.  She almost literally fights for them against 
uncooperative pharmaceutical companies, prior authorization requests and any other obstacles 
attempting to deny them what they need. 

After spending many work hours with countless children, she still beams when talking of her 
own four and ten year old children. She spends her spare time teaching them gardening, about 
flowers and ponders the day that she will be able to take long hikes with them.  She gives back in 
so many ways and recently took in an exchange student from her Russian homeland while they 



attend a Greenville High School.  Her determination, diversity, intellect and caring heart makes 
Dr. Elena Dlugach the Greenville Mental Health Center employee of the year and so very 
deserving of being the Department of Mental Health Employee of the Year. 

 


